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ANNe SeArCY

bringing Dance back to the 
Center in Hamilton

in August 2015 Hamilton, a hip hop musical about the life of uS treasury 
secretary Alexander Hamilton, exploded onto the broadway scene and 
immediately began to spark hundreds of reviews, think- pieces, and news 
segments. Whether this ongoing commentary comes in the form of a New 
Yorker article or an internet listicle, it frequently fixates on the fact that 
the musical is sung through.1 A far more astonishing corollary, however, 
is often overlooked: Hamilton is quite nearly danced through as well.2 
Approximately forty- eight seconds into the show, the first overt dance 
gesture arrives. As Hamilton’s friends and foes describe the hurricane 
that devastated the young man’s childhood home, three actors step back-
ward with their hands in the air, bent over at the waist as though blown 
by a strong wind. From this moment on, the movement rarely stops. 
throughout the show, the ensemble spins and struts, taps and b- boys. 
in choreographer Andy blankenbuehler’s admittedly biased estimation, 
Hamilton has almost five times the amount of dance for a typical broad-
way show.3 original cast member and dancer Sasha Hutchings remarked 
in an interview with broadway.com that “[Hamilton is] everything that 
you want when you say you want to . . . dance on broadway. it feels like 
a lot of times they don’t always know what to do with the ensemble, so 
you end up being like this background noise, and here we really feel like 
the foundation of the show.”4

Anne Searcy is an assistant professor of musicology at the university of miami’s 
Frost School of music. Her article on Aram Khachaturian’s ballet Spartacus ap-
peared in the Journal of Musicology in 2016. She was awarded an Alvin H. Johnson 
AmS 50 Dissertation Fellowship by the American musicological Society in 2015, 
and she received her PhD from Harvard university in 2016.
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 Yet despite its centrality to Hamilton, the dance has played a relatively 
small role in the musical’s reception. the PbS documentary Hamilton’s 
America, which lasts well over an hour, spends only thirty seconds on 
blankenbuehler and movement.5 in the thousands of articles and videos 
about Hamilton, i have found only five items specifically about dance.6 
Partly, this dearth of coverage can be attributed to the expense of the 
tickets and relative inaccessibility of the dance. Fans primarily know 
the musical from the cast album, gaining exposure to the choreography 
only through a few minutes of video clips circulated on the internet.7 
moreover, as a somewhat ephemeral medium, dance is often given short 
shrift in writing on stage musicals. A large part of the imbalance, how-
ever, is caused by coverage that fixates on lin- manuel miranda, the 
show’s creator, composer, lyricist, and star. many pieces about miranda 
celebrate Hamilton as a solo work of genius, a fully integrated, sung- 
through Gesamtkunstwerk.8

 but Hamilton is not the fully integrated work of a single artistic creator. 
instead, it is a blend of many different artistic voices, which overlap, 
mix, and contrast with one another. the musical’s choreography plays 
an important role in this multimedia network. it develops continually 
over the performance and carries the same narrative weight as the words 
and music. take away the show’s lyrics, and you would still have a two- 
and- a- half- hour dance piece about Alexander Hamilton. miranda himself 
has called blankenbuehler’s choreography “a parallel physical score to 
the words.”9 the phrasing here is apt. While the dance does travel along 
a similar narrative trajectory to the lyrics, the two are not always uni-
fied. Sometimes the dance helps clarify words that are flying past at an 
unprecedented speed for broadway. At other points the dance diverges 
from the music and lyrics.
 in order to carry such large- scale interpretive weight, the musical’s 
dance must operate with its own structures of meaning. blankenbuehler 
creates these by applying his own interpretation of hip hop aesthet-
ics. in the score and lyrics, miranda employs hip hop’s combination of 
word and rhythm and its recontextualization of found material. Simi-
larly, blankenbuehler creates meaning in the choreography through 
rhythm, gestures that evoke textual meanings, and a dense network of 
quotation.10

 in addition to enriching our understanding of the musical, bringing 
choreography back to the center of Hamilton complicates the narrative 
of racial justice that has surrounded the musical. Commentary often 
celebrates the fact that miranda is latino and thus that the musical dis-
rupts the racial hierarchies on broadway’s Great White Way.11 Yet most of 
miranda’s backstage collaborators, including blankenbuehler, are white. 
blankenbuehler did not grow up as a hip hop dancer; instead, he learned 
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450 Searcy

elements of the style in order to choreograph miranda’s music for the 
2007 show In the Heights and the 2011 Bring It On. Given the centrality 
of dance to Hamilton, the choreography and this collaboration cannot be 
shrugged off as superfluous to the musical. it must be understood as a 
beating heart of the show.

A Parallel Physical Score

the effusive praise of Hamilton as a sung- through musical with a unified 
artistic vision reflects a very traditional set of musical theater values. in 
the middle of the twentieth century, musical theater practitioners, schol-
ars, and critics alike tended to value integration, a state in which “song 
and dance emerge seamlessly from spoken dialogue.”12 under such terms 
as these, praise for Hamilton’s single voice, embodied in miranda, seems 
to carry a great deal of artistic cachet. more recently, however, a num-
ber of drama and music scholars have mounted critiques of integration 
both as a concept and as a value. the english literary theorist Scott 
mcmillin, for example, argues that the essence of good musical theater 
is not integration but “difference,” the jump between dramatic theater 
and musical number that creates intellectual interest.13 Similarly, many 
musical theater scholars, including mary Jo lodge, have applied Victor 
turner’s concept of “liminality” to musical theater, praising the genre for 
foregrounding the transitions between one medium and the next. lodge 
argues that these moments can draw the audience more deeply into the 
performance. As she points out, dance is a particularly rich medium for 
creating moments of liminality, since its visual nature juxtaposes with 
the aurality of song and speech.14

 these scholars have tended to criticize shows that concern themselves 
overly with total integration. mcmillin and Geoffrey block have both 
offered critiques of modern sung- through musicals such as Les Misérables 
for being overintegrated.15 the aesthetic values they espouse also echo 
the postmodern approach taken by many recent critically acclaimed 
broadway shows, such as Spring Awakening, Next to Normal, and Matilda. 
As lodge points out, such shows have tended to abandon a search for 
integration entirely, and many include nonrealistic movement to achieve 
this end.16

 Hamilton does share DNA with the modern megamusical in score and 
narrative structure but notably not in choreography. miranda has openly 
discussed the fact that Andrew lloyd Webber’s Evita and Jesus Christ 
Superstar provided a model for the original version of Hamilton.17 i inter-
viewed blankenbuehler and sat in on rehearsals, and in our discussions, 
the choreographer agreed that Hamilton was similar to megamusicals 
such as Les Misérables. He argued, however, that one of the major differ-
ences between the shows lies in their contrasting styles of movement.18 
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in most megamusicals, the movement onstage is realistic and diegetic. 
Any dancing (such as the ballet in Phantom of the Opera) is recognized as 
dancing by the characters.
 by contrast, the action in Hamilton often operates in the middle of a con-
tinuum between realistic and nonrealistic. the ensemble actors in Hamil-
ton are constantly engaged in a double process. on the one hand, they are 
portraying eighteenth- century characters; on the other hand, they move 
in ways that those characters would not. Sometimes the actors augment 
realistic movements. For example, as Hamilton steps off a ship in the 
opening scene, a group of dancers pretend to tie it up, but the sharp-
ness of their movements, the unison performance, and an added turn 
morph this realistic gesture into something more interpretive. At other 
times, the ensemble completely abandons realism for a show- stopping 
dance. blankenbuehler uses the terms “interpretive” and “stylized” to 
describe both these types of movements, but in this article i will use the 
terms “realistic,” “semirealistic,” and “nonrealistic” to acknowledge the 
continuum between actions taken by the characters within the narrative 
and actions taken by the dancers to comment on the narrative.19

 As blankenbuehler recounts, he developed these semi-  and nonrealistic 
types of dance in staging miranda’s breakout 2007 show, In the Heights, 
a structurally traditional integrated musical about life in manhattan’s 
largely latinx neighborhood Washington Heights. originally, the creative 
team for Heights planned to use movement totally realistically so that the 
characters would dance only in realistic styles and only in places, such 
as the salsa club, in which they were aware of that dancing. As the pro-
duction of Heights developed, however, blankenbuehler inserted more 
and more semirealistic movement, particularly during scene transitions. 
between two scenes in the second act of Heights, for example, a collec-
tion of anonymous couples walk across the stage together. Suddenly, one 
member of each couple falls into a slow- motion lunge as their partner 
continues walking offstage at full speed; the expanding gulf between the 
couples reflects the tension of the previous scene, in which one of the 
musical’s romantic pairs ostensibly parted forever. During the next scene 
transition, the same exact choreography is done in reverse, so that the 
anonymous ensemble couples walk backward and come together, which 
sets up a sentimental duet for the musical’s more successful romantic 
pair in the next scene.20 in a certain sense, these paired transitions are 
integrated; they tell a similar story to the one narrated by the book and 
music. At the same time, the addition of a new medium adds a new 
level of interpretation to the music, lyrics, and book. the anonymous 
universality of the dance suggests that the entire community feels the 
main characters’ emotions; the forward and reverse time effect also hints 
that the romantic break could potentially be reversed—a promise that 
bears fruit in the musical’s finale.
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 in Hamilton, blankenbuehler makes much greater use of this semireal-
istic mode, employing the dance to comment on the action of the narra-
tive. in the number “my Shot,” for example, Hamilton moves between 
talking to his friends and speaking in an interior monologue. When 
Hamilton enters this description of his inner state, the ensemble around 
him pops and locks. in this style of hip hop dance, the performer moves 
in jerky bursts of speed; the overall effect makes it look like a piece of 
film that is being sped up, slowed down, and reversed. in the musical, 
this creates an impression that Hamilton has moved outside the time 
experienced by the other characters. even when the musical moves back 
into real time, the dance continues to walk a fine line between realistic 
motion, showing the action of the narrative, and semirealistic motion, 
depicting interior space. As Hamilton speaks to the crowd in “my Shot,” 
they slowly lunge forward, as though drawn in by his words (figure 1); 
they then begin to shift around him in agitated groups. in a rehearsal for 
this scene, blankenbuehler told the dancers that they were not literally 
moving through space but instead moving through the mind.21

 At other points in the musical, blankenbuehler uses semi-  and non-
realistic movement to directly oppose the song, for example, during 
the climactic duel between Alexander Hamilton and Aaron burr. When 

Figure 1. the ensemble members lunge toward Hamilton as though drawn by 
his words. Javier muñoz and the cast of Hamilton. © Joan marcus. used by 
permission.



burr shoots Hamilton, time onstage suddenly stops. Hamilton delivers 
a monologue in which he ponders what kind of legacy he will leave if 
he dies. While he rotates around the stage, delivering this monologue to 
the audience, a dancer holding the bullet from burr’s gun slowly inches 
her way across the stage toward him. As she moves closer and closer, 
other dancers from the ensemble attempt to intervene in her path by 
using gestures that have been associated with Hamilton’s progress in 
the show: pugilistic movements from “my Shot,” soldiers’ steps from 
“right Hand man,” and a devastating lift depicting the death of Ham-
ilton’s mother from “Hurricane.”22 instead of dance emerging from the 
words in order to finish the story, dance and words tell two different, 
overlapping narratives: in his words Hamilton seems to welcome death, 
while the dancers strive to prevent it.
 the dance in Hamilton is thus integrated into the framework of the 
musical while still maintaining a sense of liminality. it is integrated in 
that it occurs throughout the show and takes up the themes of the words 
and music. Nevertheless, the dance’s semirealistic function, like the scene 
transitions of Heights, creates the sense of frisson between different media 
that is characteristic of mcmillin’s definition of difference. in this duality, 
to use miranda’s word, the dance and the music are “parallel.”

Specificity of Meaning and Rhythm

blankenbuehler’s dance in Hamilton is also “parallel” to the score in that 
it echoes the structures of miranda’s rap music. in fact, these formal 
similarities allow the dance to convey meaning to the audience. it is 
important to note that this does not mean that blankenbuehler’s chore-
ography can be categorized as hip hop dance as that term is generally 
understood. though blankenbuehler quotes from hip hop styles, the 
choreography in Hamilton is relatively far removed in form, audience, 
and delivery from those same dances.23 As thomas DeFrantz has dis-
cussed, hip hop movements are often quoted in music videos and reality 
television competitions to signify “cool” to a generic global audience.24 
the quotations in Hamilton are more nuanced, with greater attention 
to the details and effects of different types of hip hop movements, but 
overall the show’s choreography bears a closer similarity to these types 
of theatrical performance dances than to hip hop dance as practiced by 
b- boys, krumpers, or other inventors of the original styles.
 blankenbuehler did not learn hip hop dance as a young person the 
way that miranda learned hip hop music. the choreographer studied 
tap, jazz, and ballet before moving to New York at the age of twenty to 
begin a career as a broadway performer. it was in working on Heights that 
blankenbuehler first learned hip hop movement. in preparation for cho-
reographing the musical, blankenbuehler traveled to los Angeles three 
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454 Searcy

times to take hip hop classes, each time staying for a week and a half and 
taking six classes a day. During the same period, he also read books and 
watched documentaries about hip hop and brainstormed ideas for the 
show. His research- intense methodology is remarkably similar to that 
of Jerome robbins working on West Side Story and Fiddler on the Roof. 
blankenbuehler recounts that during his job interview for Heights, when 
asked about his lack of hip hop knowledge, he countered that Jerome 
robbins wasn’t latino, despite his success in choreographing West Side 
Story. During the production of Heights, blankenbuehler would some-
times collaborate with hip hop dancers in the studio, getting feedback 
from them on how to inflect his more tap- influenced movements with 
hip hop gestures.25

 While it thus does not draw directly from the structures of meaning in 
hip hop dance, blankenbuehler’s choreography does re- create the rich 
textual imagery in miranda’s rapping. Frequently, movements in the 
choreography have direct associations with their accompanying text. 
During “Yorktown,” for instance, as Hamilton raps that “i imagine death 
so much it feels more like a memory,” the ensemble points at their heads 
(figure 2). in the same song, for “on my feet,” they pivot back and forth 
on the balls of their feet.

Figure 2. the dancers point to their heads as Hamilton says the word “memory” 
in the line, “i imagine death so much it feels more like a memory.” Javier muñoz 
and the cast of Hamilton. © Joan marcus. used by permission.



 even when the movement does not relate to a particular word, the 
steps tend to embody very specific meanings. in rehearsal, blanken-
buehler, associate choreographer Stephanie Klemons, and Chicago resi-
dent choreographer michael balderrama frequently explained the meta-
phorical meanings behind individual movements to the dancers. When 
rehearsing the ending of “Non- Stop,” for example, Klemons instructed 
the dancers that they should move their hands sharply out from the sides 
of their heads, as if to say, “blow your mind.” When i asked Klemons 
about the specificity of her metaphors, she reiterated the importance of 
the detail. the “blow your mind” gesture, for example, is similar to other 
movements in the show in which dancers wiggle their fingers next to 
their heads. this other movement, however, is meant to indicate thoughts 
brewing. Klemons compared blankenbuehler’s system of dancing to 
a sign language in which tiny differences in gesture could have major 
implications in meaning. moreover, she argued, it can be easy for the 
movements to morph over time. by going over the meaning behind the 
choreography, the dancers are less likely to change it later.26

 blankenbuehler’s choreography also overlaps considerably in formal 
terms with rap music. As the music theorist Kyle Adams has shown, a 
cornerstone in the aesthetics of rap music is the way in which the voice 
interacts with an underlying beat. indeed, as Adams argues, rap artists 
often begin a song by crafting a beat that will loop throughout the track. 
lyrics are usually written to fit into this preexisting loop rather than 
the other way around, and thus in many cases the rhythms of the lyrics 
highlight prominent rhythms in the beat.27 miranda and blankenbuehler 
work in a similar way. unlike most other broadway composers, miranda 
writes without a piano, instead beginning from a looped computerized 
beat.28 miranda records demos of the songs, which are then transcribed 
and orchestrated by music director Alex lacamoire. blankenbuehler 
works out his choreography to these recordings. this means that when 
blankenbuehler is starting out, there is already a strong sense of complex 
musical rhythm with which the dance can interact. blankenbuehler iden-
tifies the similarity between the rhythms of the dance and the rhythms of 
the music as the reason that he and miranda collaborate so well together. 
usually choreographers for musical theater shows start their work using 
a piano- vocal score, which blankenbuehler finds less satisfying, because 
they provide fewer interesting rhythms.29

 like miranda’s music, blankenbuehler’s dance is full of sharply 
defined rhythms that emphasize the contours of the underlying beat. 
Accented gestures in the show often hit the same parts of the beat as 
the drums, bass, or guitar and work with the flow of the rapping. For 
example, in “Yorktown (the World turned upside Down),” the music 
is consistently subdivided into sixteenth notes, with a strong emphasis 
in the bass guitar on the fourth sixteenth note within the first beat of 
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456 Searcy

every measure. this rhythm is particularly highlighted in a passage 
of the song in which Hamilton raps about his pregnant wife at home, 
saying, “then i remember my eliza’s expecting me / Not only that my 
eliza’s expecting.” leading into this section, Hamilton’s flow has been 
rapid and regular, emphasizing almost every sixteenth- note subdivision 
with military- like precision. As he discusses his wife, the orchestration 
thins out considerably, leaving just the bass guitar and some high piano 
chords, which continue pulsating on the fourth sixteenth- note subdi-
vision of the first beat in the measure (example 1). Hamilton’s flow 
becomes less regular. He rests on the downbeats of the measures and 
includes some almost- triplets on the pun “eliza’s expecting me” and 
“eliza’s expecting.”
 the choreography for this section mediates between the orches-
tra’s rhythms and Hamilton’s indecisive thought process. the danc-
ers’ movements for these measures are long and fluid, matching the 
thinned orchestration and Hamilton’s hesitant flow, but they pulsate on 
the same sixteenth- note subdivision as the bass and piano. in a video 
interview for the Wall Street Journal, blankenbuehler remarked that he 
heard this section as a “heartbeat.”30 As Hamilton’s thoughts speed back 
up and he begins to make decisions, the musical parts fill back in. His 
flow returns to its snappy martial rhythms, with accents on beats 2 and 
4 of every measure. the dance, correspondingly, becomes more regular 
and accented. As this series of movements builds to a climax, the dancers 
step on the floor in a syncopated pattern in which they hit the second 
and fourth sixteenth- note subdivisions of the first beat in the measure, 
exactly mimicking the rhythm of the electric guitar.
 it is not simply in rhythm or textual specificity that the choreography 
for Hamilton mimics the structures of hip hop music; instead, it is in 
the combination of those two elements. rhythm often draws attention 
to important gestures in the choreography. For example, as Hamilton 
launches into the chorus of “my Shot” with the lyric “i am not throw-
ing away my shot,” the choreographic phrase has multiple allusions to 
punching that illustrate Hamilton’s combative nature. the movement 
culminates in the dancers flicking their arms diagonally across their bod-
ies as Hamilton raps out the syncopated lyric “my . . . shot.” During the 
empty downbeat in the middle of that lyric, the entire cast is caught in 
the middle of this move, stretching their arms up to the sky. this gesture, 
which flashes by very briefly during “my Shot,” is actually the iconic 
movement depicted in silhouette on the posters for Hamilton (figure 
3). While in the song the gesture is literally about throwing something 
away, in the moment of the silent downbeat, the rhythm and movement 
combine to leave a momentary image of the up- from- your- bootstraps 
narrative at the center of the musical.31



example 1. in (a) i have analyzed a verse and the corresponding choreography 
from “Yorktown” using Kyle Adams’s and Adam Krims’s techniques. the rows 
alternate between lyrics (in white and normal font), with corresponding cho-
reography beneath (in gray and italics). each line in the chart represents one 
measure in the song, and the columns divide those measures into sixteenth-
note subdivisions. i have recorded the movements as they happen in time. i use 
dashes to represent movements that continue fluidly over the course of a longer 
period of time, and i have bolded those movements that are accented, just as 
Adams and Krims bold words that are accented in the rap. Accompanying this 
illustration, (b) shows a piano reduction of the accompaniment from “Yorktown” 
during the lyric “then i remember my eliza’s expecting me / Not only that my 
eliza’s expecting.” Notice the syncopated emphasis on the fourth sixteenth-note 
subdivision. Arrangement by Alex lacamoire and lin-manuel miranda.

a.

b.
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Quotation

like many hip hop artists, miranda creates meaning in his music not just 
through words but through a web of intertextual references. As Justin 
Williams argues in Rhymin’ and Stealin’, recontextualization of found 
objects is one of the core aesthetic principles of hip hop.32 the choreog-
raphy to Hamilton is similarly rich in references, incorporating gestures 
from a variety of dance styles from the last three hundred years, includ-
ing contra dance, swing, tap, b- boying, and popping and locking. the 
bulk of the choreographic references in the show, much like the musical 
references, are from African American styles of dance.33 During the song 
“right Hand man,” for example, the American troops perform a short 
excerpt of stepping, a semimilitaristic style of movement developed in 
black fraternities and sororities. the quotation helps demonstrate the 
emotional bond and strength in this newly formed group. Quotations 
of b- boying also appear in thematically appropriate places. the martial 
moves in “Yorktown” help depict the final battle of the revolutionary 
War. During the middle of “the Schuyler Sisters,” dancer Seth Stewart 
b- boys while holding an open book, drawing a connection between the 
scene’s setting in an eighteenth- century common and the twentieth- 
century public spaces where b- boying originated.
 but there are darker allusions in Hamilton as well, many to the com-
plex and often troubled racial and gender politics of historical broadway 
dancing. this is true for the number “What Did i miss?” the audience’s 
introduction to thomas Jefferson at the opening of act 2. the music for 
this number is strangely sunny for the character. Not only is Jefferson 
often depicted as a solemn figure in popular culture, but in Hamilton the 
politician is the antagonist of the show’s second act and one of the only 

Figure 3. the silent downbeat in the chorus of “my Shot,” embodying the Ham-
ilton logo. Screenshot.



characters whose status as a slaveholder is frequently discussed. in the 
staging, Jefferson appears at the top of a giant staircase, surrounded by 
the ensemble. As is frequently the case, the members of the ensemble 
perform two simultaneous roles in this scene. on the one hand, they are 
slaves; just before the number begins, they can be seen polishing the set 
in preparation for Jefferson’s arrival. At the same time, the ensemble 
members act nonrealistically as a broadway chorus line. During the 
number, they form up in straight rows and use traditional tap steps. 
the staircase itself evokes the many stair dances from golden age Hol-
lywood and broadway musicals, including Swing Time, Stormy Weather, 
Broadway Melody of 1938, An American in Paris, Hello Dolly!, Yankee Doodle 
Dandy, and The Little Colonel.34 using a staircase to stage a dance number 
provides tension and drama (as in Swing Time and Stormy Weather) and 
also highlights the virtuosity of the performers by giving them a smaller, 
trickier platform to work with (as in Yankee Doodle Dandy and any of the 
robinson films).35 it also, however, stages hierarchy, particularly when 
done with a chorus line, as in Hello Dolly!36 the main characters tend to 
appear near the top center of the staircase, with the chorus line radiating 
outward and downward. the chorus line magnifies the main dancer’s 
steps by echoing them in uniform while at the same time elevating the 
star by appearing underneath, to the side, or behind them. in “What’d 
i miss?” members of the ensemble also push the staircase around the 
stage while Jefferson rides along.
 the reproducibility of the chorus line dehumanizes each individual 
member in order to glorify the main singer. indeed, in “i’ll build a Stair-
way to Paradise” from the 1951 film An American in Paris, the female 
chorus line is lit and costumed so as to appear as if they are part of the 
staircase, no more than furniture. the use of these tropes in “What’d i 
miss?” speaks to how little Jefferson regards the humanity of his slaves. 
the play between the light- hearted, nostalgic implications of the golden 
age staircase number and its hierarchical elements draw attention to Jef-
ferson’s hypocrisy as a slaveowner who proclaims himself a freedom 
fighter. in fact, the choreography is a much harsher judge of Jefferson’s 
character than the music or lyrics of this number. in an interview with 
Grantland, miranda complimented precisely this aspect of the dance, 
saying, “i grinned so hard when i saw Andy’s staging for [“What’d i 
miss?”] at first, and they introduced Jefferson and he’s walking down the 
staircase and everyone’s scrubbing the floor. they got it, before i even 
had to say anything. like, yep—there’s Jefferson, talking eloquently 
about freedom while a slave shakes his hand and he goes like this [looks 
disgusted].”37 At the same time, the use of the choreographic trope to 
highlight Jefferson’s relationship to his slaves can reflect back disconcert-
ingly on the staircase number itself, perhaps reminding the audience of 
the politics of the broadway stage.
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 An even more fraught example of quotation appears in the show- 
stopping number “the room Where it Happens” from act 2, in which 
Aaron burr sings of his frustrations at being kept out of power. the 
dance for this number explicitly references “bojangles,” a virtuosic solo 
from Fred Astaire’s 1936 musical Swing Time and the only blackface 
number in the tap dancer’s long film career.38 Astaire spends a great 
deal of “bojangles” with his hands up by his head, his elbows bent at 
nearly ninety- degree angles. this arm positioning is quoted frequently 
in “the room Where it Happens,” along with another movement from 
“bojangles,” a low lunge to the side with one hand out diagonally. this 
lunge arrives in “the room Where it Happens” particularly in the sec-
tion in which Hamilton taunts burr’s inability to act. more generally, 
“the room Where it Happens” also brims with tap steps, a dance form 
that itself is a legacy of minstrel performance.39 blankenbuehler’s ref-
erence to minstrel performance echoes miranda and lacamoire’s deci-
sion to orchestrate the song with a jangly banjo part. in quoting the 
movements and sounds of minstrelsy, blankenbuehler, lacamoire, and 
miranda make an analogy between blackface performance and burr’s 
relationship to Hamilton. blankenbuehler argues that using quotations 
from minstrel performance suggests how deeply burr feels Hamilton’s 
mockery.40

 the analogy may suggest even more to audience members familiar 
with the history of minstrelsy. it implicitly compares the ways that black 
people have been systematically kept out of power in American politics 
with the ways they have been kept out of power onstage.41 Again, more 
than simply fulfilling the number’s narrative demands, the quotations in 
“the room Where it Happens” highlight the power relations in Ameri-
can musicals. Fans of Astaire usually brush off “bojangles” as a type of 
tribute to the famous black tap dancer bill “bojangles” robinson, not as 
a blackface number that should be judged accordingly.42 blankenbuehler, 
however, is clearly interpreting it in the legacy of minstrelsy. While this 
critique of broadway is by no means the number’s most obvious func-
tion, it can simmer in the background.

Confronting Broadway Today

At the same time that quotations in Hamilton grapple with the history 
of racial power relations on the broadway stage, the musical itself is not 
free from this legacy. though the show does make a point to employ 
actors of color, the bulk of the creative and production team is white, 
including blankenbuehler and director tommy Kail. moreover, owing 
to the structure of broadway finances, it is this creative and production 
team, not the actors, who receive most of the profits from the show. As 
of June 2016, the show’s three producers divvied up 42 percent of the net 
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profits, in addition to 3 percent of the adjusted gross from the Broadway 
production. the one hundred investors of the show, whose names have 
not been released, split another 42 percent of the net profits. miranda 
receives 3 percent of the net profits, as well as 7.5 percent of the box- 
office gross. the lead creative team also participate in profits, ranging 
from 0.37 to 2.5 percent, in addition to receiving a portion of the box- 
office gross.43 initially, the cast members, who make up the majority of 
people of color working on the show, were paid only in salary and did 
not participate in the musical’s profits. eight months after the musical’s 
broadway premiere, the original cast members and some members of 
the show’s workshop casts collectively bargained to receive 1 percent 
of the show’s profits, split about thirty ways, in recognition of the role 
they played in shaping the musical. Nevertheless, their share remains 
much smaller per person than the portion controlled by the creators or 
producers.44

 None of this is to say that the situation on Hamilton is unusual for 
broadway. i do not want to paint the producers and creative team of 
Hamilton as entirely white or as unthinking on practical issues of social 
justice. As elizabeth titrington Craft points out in this issue, miranda has 
spoken out increasingly about political issues in the united States. the 
show has also made a concerted effort to perform at heavily discounted 
rates for low- income students at public high schools in New York, Chi-
cago, and oakland and to invite students from those schools to perform 
in a special education program.45 moreover, the main creative team for 
the show includes miranda and lacamoire, both latino, and costume 
designer Paul tazewell, who is African American.
 Nevertheless, the majority of people on the Hamilton creative and pro-
duction teams are white, and this is a situation indicative of systemic 
problems on broadway. As lee Seymour has outlined in Forbes, the busi-
ness of the broadway musical systematically makes it difficult for people 
of color to take part as producers and artists.46 We must recognize that 
most broadway creative teams, investors, and producers are white and 
that these are the people who typically receive the bulk of the show’s 
profits. thus, while the dance in Hamilton, like the music, comments on 
a history of racial discrimination in the united States, its profit- sharing 
setup still echoes that legacy. one side effect of the fact that reporting on 
Hamilton has focused solely on miranda’s contributions is that it allows 
commenters to ignore the racial economics of the broadway stage. most 
criticism of Hamilton from the left has targeted the show’s glorification 
of white historical figures, not the representation in the modern- day cast 
and crew.47 Just as acknowledging miranda’s collaborators can bring 
depth to an analysis of the show, so too can acknowledging the musi-
cal’s wider creative team move the politics of the show out of the past 
and into the present.
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Collaboration and Multiple Narratives

bringing dance back into the center of Hamilton provides a more honest 
accounting of its artistic process. it also allows a new interpretation of 
the show to emerge, one that spends somewhat less time glorifying the 
actions of individual men, such as Hamilton and Jefferson, and more 
time dealing with the movements of the crowd surrounding them. Just 
as the choreography condemns Jefferson in “What’d i miss?,” it is a 
harsher judge of Hamilton’s character in the scene “Say No to this,” in 
which the audience learns about Hamilton’s affair with maria reynolds. 
the lyrics in this number seem to justify Hamilton’s conduct, while 
the choreography expresses the ensemble’s disappointment in the main 
character. the music and choreography diverge the most in such scenes, 
where the focus is on the actions of individual men: “What’d i miss?,” 
“Say No to this,” “Wait for it,” or the final duel scene. the two media 
overlap the most in those scenes that are focused on the ensemble and 
crowd: on the soldiers in “Yorktown,” the ballgoers in “Helpless,” and 
the young revolutionaries in “the Schuyler Sisters.” the concerns of the 
individual are so easily conveyed through the virtuosic rapping, while 
the concerns of the crowd tend to be expressed in movement across the 
bodies of the ensemble.
 it is fitting, then, to remember that a broadway show is no more the 
result of a single genius than a historical revolution. in recent years, 
musical theater scholarship has foregrounded the importance of the col-
laborative process, and this practice should not fall down with Hamil-
ton.48 We do not need to throw out miranda’s contributions in order 
to acknowledge the fact that other people shaped Hamilton along with 
him. indeed, the makers of the musical often emphasize this in their 
interviews; miranda himself is perhaps most likely to point out the val-
ued input of his “cabinet”: Kail, blankenbuehler, and lacamoire.49 in 
addition to these four, the designers of the lighting, costumes, sets, and 
sound have impacted the musical to a great degree. even attributing the 
choreography solely to blankenbuehler, as i have largely done in this 
article, belies the complexity of the full picture. New choreography must 
always be created on the bodies of dancers and is thus shaped partly in 
the studio in collaboration with those dancers. the original ensemble 
members of Hamilton have each laid a stamp on their part. Seth Stewart’s 
facility with props, for example, allowed certain scenes in “Yorktown,” 
“You’ll be back,” and “the Schuyler Sisters” to take shape.50

 there is particular irony in the way the press has approached Hamil-
ton as a single- artist work. the musical itself foregrounds the process of 
collaboration and compromise between its characters, as in Hamilton’s 
decision to work with Jefferson and madison in “the room Where it 
Happens.” it also acknowledges history’s multiple lenses and sources in 
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the refrain “Who lives, who dies, who tells your story?”51 though this 
encourages the viewer primarily to think about multiple written sources, 
we might apply the same thinking to look at the show’s multiple narra-
tives lenses. Just as different documents tell different stories about the 
past, so too do the music and dance in Hamilton offer parallel narratives 
to the audience. the structure of the dance is the musical’s structure, 
its successes and challenges are the musical’s successes and challenges, 
and its ethical dilemmas belong to the musical as well. Functioning as 
Hamilton’s “parallel score,” Andy blankenbuehler’s choreography brings 
forward crucial elements of the drama and must be treated as a corner-
stone of the show.
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